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Welcome

The University of Melbourne
Graduate Student Association
Grad Group Program
Official Grad Group Handbook
Last updated February 14, 2019.

Welcome.
At GSA, we see Grad Groups as a vital part of our community.
They're central to our mission to be the heart of graduate
student life. So we've put together this handbook to give
you all the information you need about administration,
organisational procedures, and guidelines for events and
activities, so you can make your Grad Group the best it can be.
So let's get started.
Ida Qin
GSA Vice-President
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Introducing Grad Groups

What is GSA?
GSA is the peak representative body for over 36,000 graduate
students at the University of Melbourne. We provide graduate
students with representation, events, training and support, and
provide particular support and funding for Grad Groups.

What is a Grad Group?
A Grad Group is a GSA-affiliated student society that supports, and
is led by, graduate students at the University of Melbourne. GSA’s
Grad Groups promote interaction, welfare and cohesion within the
University of Melbourne's diverse graduate student population.

General enquiries:

Please send all enquiries to gradgroups@gsa.unimelb.edu.au.

SECTION 02
A F F I L I AT I O N &
PROCEDURES ›

Affiliation & Procedures
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Becoming a Grad Group

What is affiliation?
Affiliation is a contract between your group’s committee and GSA.
Regardless of whether a student club or group has been around for
years or has only just started to come together, the affiliation process
allows a student group to officially become a Grad Group.
When a Grad Group affiliates with GSA, it remains a separate entity.
GSA provides support to the group, but expects that the group
complies with its procedures and requirements, and governs itself
effectively.

Affiliation benefits

·· Funding and grants

·· Marketing assistance

An affiliated Grad Group will

·· Representation

·· Training

receive the following:

·· Networking opportunities

·· Public liability insurance

with GSA & other groups

Affiliation requirements
To affiliate with GSA all Grad
Groups must have:

·· At least 6 members who
are University of Melbourne
graduate students
·· At least 75% of total
members being University of
Melbourne graduates
·· A constitution with some

·· Services support and advice

·· A Grad Group bank account
·· A Grad Group email address
·· A short description detailing
Grad Group aims & purposes
·· At least one social media
account

basic requirements

Required documents

·· Copy of constitution

The following documents are

·· Copy of AGM minutes

required for affiliation:

·· Membership list
·· Motion to affiliate consistent
with group constitution

·· Key group contact details
(including general email
address)
·· Group bank account details

SECTION 03
GRAD GROUP
O B L I G AT I O N S

›

Grad Group Obligations
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Grad Group Obligations

What are committee members' responsibilities?
In order to uphold the minimum obligations of affiliation with GSA,
Grad Groups must comply with the following:

·· Declare an accurate and current group size

·· Be timely in responding to GSA requests
such as communicating about events or

based on a membership list.
·· Spend GSA funds on SSAF core functions.
·· Update GSA of any changes in group details,
such as committee members or social media

audits.
·· Hold an Annual General Meeting each year.
·· Report to GSA annually or twice-annually,
dependent on group size.

accounts.
·· Communicate about GSA to group members
via email/social media and correctly use the

·· Inform GSA about events and activities
being run by the group.

Grad Groups logo.

Confirming your group size
Grad Groups must accurately confirm the size of their group with
GSA to receive funding. A membership list template is available
on the Grad Group Portal. A valid list must include at least the
following basic information for each member:

1. Full name 2. Student ID

3. Email address

4. Program of study

5. Degree status at the University

Updating group size

Grad Groups are required to

Please note:

provide their membership list

In accordance with Victoria’s

that their members are well

each year with their regular

association laws, groups cannot

informed and have given their

reporting, and on any occasion

claim automatic membership

consent to join the group, and

when the group size changes

(such as faculty cohort).

have the opportunity to leave

enough that it changes the

All Grad Groups must ensure

the group at any time.

group’s funding category.

SECTION 04
GRAD GROUP
MANAGEMENT

›

Grad Group Management
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Managing your Grad Group

What is a constitution?
Your group’s constitution is a document of rules that governs
how your group operates. It should outline the group’s executive
structure, dispute processes, meetings, elections and purposes.
Constitutions are adopted at a general meeting of the group.

Meetings

Please note:

Annual General Meetings (AGMs) and Special General Meetings

You can find many documents on the

(SGMs) allow your group to make decisions, elect office bearers,

Grad Group Portal, including a sample

present annual reports, or change their constitution or other

constitution, a guide on running general

major details. Elections are normally held at an AGM. Consult

meetings, and templates for meeting

your group’s constitution and election regulations before holding

minutes, membership lists and budgets.

an election. Keep minutes of all these meetings, as they will allow
your group to easily report on motions and changes.
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Grad Group Management

Communication with and on
behalf of your Grad Group
Keeping group members updated
One of the core functions of any Grad
Group is communicating with its members.
GSA-affiliated Grad Groups must:

·· Create a Grad Group-specific
email address.
·· Provide GSA with details of how it
communicates with its members,
including social media accounts.
·· Provide GSA with updated committee
members’ contact or account details
promptly after any change.
·· Send out to all members an “affiliation
to GSA” message (as provided by
GSA) when affiliated, and a reminder
message within two weeks of the
start of each subsequent semester
after that.
·· Respond in a timely manner to
reasonable requests from GSA to send
out communications to its members.
·· Use the Grad Group logo in any
communication to members, including
website, social media pages and
publications.

Keeping GSA updated
It is essential to keep GSA updated about
changes in your group’s details, including
the ones listed on the right.
We require minutes or motions consistent
with your constitution to verify the update
of group details. Update us on any changes
to your group via the Grad Group Portal,
within two weeks of the changes occurring.

·· Committee contact details
·· Committee election outcomes
·· Constitution (amendments or
new adoption)
·· Change of bank account
(including signatories)

Grad Group Management
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The Grad Groups Logo

Correct use of logo
The Grad Group logo is a

Please do not use the

way of showing that your

original GSA logo.

Grad Group is officially
supported by and affiliated

The Grad Group logo is the

with GSA, and celebrated as

right way to signal your

a valued part of the graduate

relationship with GSA. The

student community. The logo

Grad Group logo should only

should be used in most of

be used while your affiliation is

your communication to your

active. The logo is available for

members, such as on websites,

download via the Grad Group

social media pages, email

Portal.

signatures or in publications.

SECTION 05
INTRODUCTION
TO FUNDING ›

Introduction to Funding
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Introduction to Funding

What types of funding are available?
Funding is provided to Grad Groups via the following methods. The
amount of funding your group is eligible for is dependent on your
group size. The more funding you receive, the more rigorous our
reporting needs are.

1. Reimbursement Funding
All Grad Groups must submit

Claims must include tax receipts,

Reimbursement funding can be

a ‘Pre-event Registration

not EFTPOS transaction slips.

claimed throughout the year with

Form’ two weeks before the

A valid tax receipt contains

a minimum of AUD $30 as the

event for associated costs to

the business’s name, address,

aggregate amount of the receipts

be reimbursed. Groups must

and ABN (Australian Business

per submission.

submit reimbursement claims via

Number).

the portal on the website and
following the expenditure being
incurred.

2. Up-front Funding

Group Quantity

Large Groups:

For large groups with more than 1000
members, cash up-front funding replaces

Reimbursement

Upfront transfer

6-20 members

$400

$100 (annual)

21-50 members

$600

$100 (annual)

51-100 members

$800

$100 (annual)

101-300 members

$1,400

$100 (annual)

301-500 members

$1,800

-

501-1000 members

$3,500

-

-

$12,000 (2x $6,000
instalments)

reimbursement funding. This funding is
provided in two halves, with each instalment
paid following the submission of each
twice-annual report.
Small Groups:

For groups with fewer than 300 members,
cash up-front funding is in addition to
reimbursement funding. This upfront
funding is available at the beginning of
every year.

> 1000 members
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Introduction to Funding

3. Special Grants
Special grants are funding

·· Collaborating with another

·· Getting startup or additional

for expenditure on events,

Grad Group or student society

funds for your Grad Group if

equipment or activities that

to hold an event.

you can demonstrate the need.

are unusual, one-off, based on
special needs of the group, or
help build the group's resources
or reach. Here are some
expenditure examples:

·· Hosting a well-known speaker

·· Purchasing significant
equipment.

at an event.
·· Buying a banner for your

·· Organising a creative or
unusual project.

group.

DON'T
FORGET TO
A P P LY E A R LY
FOR SPECIAL
GRANTS.
Applying for special grants

What to provide when applying:

All Grad Groups are eligible to apply for a special

The following information is required when applying:

grant. Grants should be applied for at least one
month ahead of time. The awarding of a special

a. What you will spend funding on.

grant is at the discretion of GSA.

b. Number of students expenditure will reach

The maximum amount per grant application
is $2,000. A Grad Group may submit as many
applications as it wishes, provided the group can
justify the need for the special funding.
An acquittal must be provided to GSA for any
grant, along with receipts from expenditure and an
evaluation of the event or purchase.

(e.g. attendance).
c. Evidence of quotes and efficient expenditure.
d. Why other funds could not be used
(e.g. department or faculty, sponsors,
or other GSA funding).
e. How GSA will be acknowledged
(e.g. use of logo).
f. How you will evaluate the success of the event.

Introduction to Funding
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4. Reading & Writing Grants

Applying for reading & writing grants

GSA encourages Grad Groups to gather graduate

Individuals can also apply for these grants through

students into reading and writing groups to support

Grad Groups' sponsorship. Any reading or writing

courses, foster research communities and encourage

group must have:

independent and extracurricular learning.
Some examples of reading and writing groups are:
·· Faculty, course or discipline-based
reading groups.
·· Shut Up and Write groups.
·· Thesis Bootcamps.
·· Write Smarter: Feel Better programs.
·· Special interest reading groups.

a. At least six participating graduate
students of the University.
b. A distinct purpose.
c. Support from a Grad Group.
There is a maximum application of $200 for
individual grants per reading or writing group.
The application must be made or supported by
a Grad Group, and all funding will be provided
through a Grad Group’s bank account.

›››
A L L FO R M S FO R M A N AG I N G
G R A N T S A R E AVA I L A B L E O N L I N E
V I A T H E G R A D G R O U P P O R TA L .

5. Publication Grants

Applying for publication grants

Publications grants support publication needs such

We process applications according to the criteria

as Grad Group newsletters or blogs. Grad Groups

below. In particular, we encourage collaboration with

can apply for a maximum of $2,000 per application.

GSA and other Grad Groups. We also look favourably

We favour the following applications:
·· Funding for existing or new student publications,
newsletters or magazines.
·· Conference proceeding publications (e.g. for
postgraduate research conferences).
·· Online or digital content such as group websites,
blogs or podcasts.

on applications from groups who have exhausted
other forms of funding, especially reimbursement.
a. Evidence of benefit to Grad Group members.
b. Impact and reach.
c. Quality of the publication.
d. Wide collaboration, including with GSA.
e. Evidence of need for funding.
f. Efficient budgeting, quotes and quality
of documentation.

SECTION 06
MANAGING GRAD
GROUP FUNDING ›

Managing Grad Group Funding
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Managing Grad Group funds

What should I spend funding on?
GSA funds Grad Groups using part of our Student Services and
Amenities Fee (SSAF) revenue. Because GSA funding is provided
by SSAF, Grad Groups must restrict spending of these funds to
core SSAF categories.

Core SSAF categories
Funding must be spent on the
following listed categories:

3. General administration.

1. Communication/outreach
to students.

4. Skills for study assistance.

2. Developing student

5. The student voice.

communities.

Spending Examples
Examples of acceptable uses
for awarded funding include:

·· Meetings (e.g. food/venues),

·· Publications, newsletters,

printing, stationery.

welfare officers, flyers,
marketing, websites, signage.
·· Social events, prizes, grants,

·· Workshops, seminars,
professional development.

event equipment.

When should I submit an application?
The cut-off dates for lodging funding applications are as follows:

Funding Type

Cut-off Date

Special grants < $500

13 December

Special grants > $500

1 December

Reimbursements

13 December

Grant acquittal

Due 2 weeks after funding expenditure
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Managing Grad Group Funding

When can I expect to receive funding?
This table is a guide to processing times. All payments are
via EFT on Wednesdays. Please note that “Processing time”
refers to the period between an application being lodged
and the money appearing in the group bank account.

Funding

How to Apply

GSA Processing Time

Reimbursement

Submit pre-event registration
form two weeks before event.

7-14 days

Submit tax invoices online
after the event.

Annual transfer (yearly)

Automatic for affiliated
groups, if reporting is met.

by March each year

Annual transfer (6 months)

After submission of each
twice-annual report.

7-14 days

Special grant < $500

14 days before an event

7-14 days

Special grant > $500

30 days before an event

1 month

Reading grant

14 days before an event

7-14 days

Writing grant

14 days before an event

7-14 days

Publication grant

14 days before an event

7-14 days

Banking and finances
Every Grad Group must have a

In addition to GSA funding,

group bank account with at least

consider seeking sponsorships or

two authorising signatories.

grants to help your group manage

To open or change group bank

its budget. You can find budget

accounts, or change signatories,

templates on the Grad Group

your group must pass a motion at

Portal.

a meeting and keep minutes.

SECTION 07
REPORTING
TO GSA ›

Reporting to GSA
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Reporting to GSA

What information do I need to report?
In order to remain eligible for funding, Grad Groups must meet
reporting requirements. Groups with 1000 or fewer members are
required to submit their annual report within two weeks after their
Annual General Meeting.
Groups with more than 1000 members are required to submit
twice-annual reports in February and July, independent of when
they hold their AGM. The table below provides an overview of the
reports your Grad Group must provide to GSA:

Report Type

< 1000 members

> 1000 members

Minutes of AGM





Membership list





Committee elections - change of office bearers





Evidence of use of GSA logos, communication
and link to website/social media





Highlight of events and/or activities





Evidence of promotion of GSA website/events/social media





Banking and finance information





Signed affiliation agreement





Projected budget for funds received from GSA





Reconciled accounts of expenditure
of funds received from GSA





SECTION 08
GRAD GROUP
EVENTS ›

Grad Group Events
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Planning your Event

Preparing to host an event
Grad Groups must register their events with GSA with at least 14
days' notice, and contact GSA for advice if they are unsure about
health and safety obligations or the terms and conditions for public
liability insurance. A guide on how to effectively host an event is
available on the Grad Groups portal.

Booking Rooms in the 1888 Building
To book a room in the 1888 Building for a meeting or event, please
submit the ‘Venue Booking Form’ via the portal. You will be advised
of the outcome within one week. All Grad Groups are eligible for the
following offers for booking rooms in the 1888 Building:

Please note:

Additional events at the
Gryphon Gallery incur
a fee of $150-$300
(50% of regular cost).
Even this discounted fee
can be reimbursed.

Room

Venue Capacity

Booking Fee

Gryphon Gallery

80-100 people

1 event or AGM
per year free

Foundation Life
Members

20-30 people

Free

Pierre Gorman

20-30 people

Free

George Brown

8-12 people

Free

Wrigley Room

8-12 people

Free

Claiming Gryphon
Gallery Reimbursement

1. Grad Group pays
the discounted fee
2. Grad Group submits a
reimbursement claim with
tax receipt via the portal
3. GSA refunds the cost to
the Grad Group’s account

Venue or room booking in other University buildings
Grad Groups are able to book rooms in other University buildings.
Groups can manage their bookings through the Venue Management
Services. Please visit https://services.unimelb.edu.au/venuehire for
more information.
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Grad Group Events

Are there any additional charges?

Other Important Information

For events after 5pm, the following
staffing charges will apply:

BBQ equipment hire

Type of activity

Cost

Committee meetings and AGM

Free

Events or activities (weekdays)

$50 per hour

Events or activities (weekends)

$100 per hour

GSA has 2 BBQs available for hire free of charge for
Grad Groups. Groups may book through the portal.

Health and safety

When planning and running events, or selling or
serving alcohol or food, Grad Groups need to meet
health and safety requirements.
Grad Group committee members must make a
reasonable effort to observe health and safety
recommendations and exercise due diligence.
When running events, committees risk facing legal
liabilities or penalties if accidents occur.

Food & Alcohol
If events involve food or alcohol, Grad Groups must
adhere to these minimum food and alcohol safety
requirements:

Groups must register their events with GSA with at
least 14 days' notice, and contact GSA for advice if
they are unsure about health and safety obligations
or the terms and conditions for public liability
insurance.

·· Develop food and alcohol safety plans
for the event.
·· Ensure that there is appropriate training for
committee members attending, including RSA
and food-handling, or that the event is held at
a venue with appropriately trained staff.

Grad Group camps

Off-campus camps or retreats need to be carefully
planned. At a minimum, Grad Groups will need to
provide GSA with the following documents:
·· Food plan

Additional food and alcohol resources

Groups can find out more about their obligations
when hosting events involving food and alcohol
from the following sources:
·· City of Melbourne guide to food handling.
·· University of Melbourne Alcohol Management
information.
·· University of Melbourne Alcohol Safety Checklist.

·· First aid certificate for the first aider present
·· Participant list
·· Emergency plan
If groups are providing alcohol, they will also need to
undertake an alcohol risk assessment. GSA will only
insure groups with public liability if provided with
the correct documentation before the event.

SECTION 09
R E P R E S E N TAT I O N
WITH GSA›

Representation with GSA
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Introducing Representation

Getting involved in representation
GSA represents the interests of graduate students at the University
and within the wider community, and there are many opportunities
for you and your Grad Group members to be involved. Graduate
student representation roles include the following:

How to get involved:

GSA Council
GSA is governed by an elected Council of 15
graduate students. They guide GSA’s direction
and represent graduate student interests at the

All graduate students are welcome to attend Council
meetings, put forward motions for the Council to
consider, and to nominate for Council themselves.
Elections for GSA Council are held in May each year.

University, government and community levels.

GSA-Nominated Committee Members
GSA coordinates 38 graduate

GSA-nominated committee

students who sit on 30 University

members participate in committee

committees. Some are GSA

debates and discussions, and

councillors, but many are

work to give graduate students a

graduate students who have

direct say in how the University

applied specifically for this role.

develops and behaves.

How to get involved:
Nominations for committee
roles open in October each
year, and all graduate
students can apply.

Faculty Committees
Many Grad Group leaders and members sit on committees or advisory boards in their
faculty, school or discipline. The Representation team can help by providing advice,
support, and connection with our network of committee members.

How to get involved:
Contact representation@gsa.unimelb.edu.au to find out how we can help you.
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External Sponsorships
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Receiving Support From Sponsors
Sponsorships from other organisations can provide

b. Due to conflicts of interest, committee members

amazing support for a Grad Group. Sponsorships

of Grad Groups should not receive benefits

can be financial or non-financial, with benefits

from sponsorship contracts that are not equally

such as venue access, equipment or even staff

available to all members.

expertise. Sponsors will often request some type
of recognition in return, such as thanking or
mentioning the sponsor, or giving the sponsor a
branding presence.

c. Any sponsorship contract that a Grad Group
signs should clearly state what and how much
is being provided, what is being provided by
the Grad Group, dispute settlement terms, and

In taking on contracts or accepting sponsors,

the ability to terminate at any time based on

Grad Groups should ensure that they are compliant

reasonable cause.

with their own constitutions, and comply with the
following general rules:
a. A Grad Group’s members should not profit or
gain direct personal material benefit from their
running of the organisation, including from

d. No sponsors should be able to access University
services, or take over any of the specific benefits
given to Grad Groups by GSA, or be given
personal contact details of members of the
Grad Group.

sponsorship contracts.

Tax Obligations
If Grad Groups receive cash income from their

·· Many Grad Groups are classified under the

sponsorships, they may have tax and/or financial

income tax exempt category of community service

obligations under Australian tax law. Some of the

organisations under Australian tax law, and

obligations which Grad Groups should consider are

will be exempt from income tax. However, this

as follows*:

classification is determined by the constitutional

·· Grad Groups, as not-for-profits (which are not
registered charities), can self-assess whether they
are exempt from income tax using an ATO review

purposes of the Grad Groups, as well as their
activities, and it is not automatic.
·· Some Grad Groups may need to register for

worksheet. A guide on how to self-assess income

GST, and then account and pay for it. Most

tax status is available on the Grad Groups portal.

Grad Groups will not make enough income to be

·· Grad Groups are not automatically exempt from
income tax without an accurate self-assessment
of exemption.
·· Even if groups are unincorporated associations, or
do not have an ABN, they should still self-assess
their tax status every year and determine if they
need to pay income tax. Income may include any
cash amounts from sponsors.

required to pay and account for GST (>$150,000),
but if they do, then they must register for GST.
·· In the rare case that a Grad Group is a registered
charity, then it will be exempt from income tax
without self-assessing.
*These recommendations are simply general guidance, not
professional legal advice. If unsure, please seek independent
professional advice.
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Public Liability Insurance
GSA provides its Grad Groups with public liability
insurance, designed to help protect a Grad Group
against claims of personal injury or property damage
that third parties may suffer or allege to suffer as
a result of a Grad Group’s activities or negligence.
To be covered by GSA’s public liability insurance,
Grad Groups must:
·· Submit a Pre-event Registration Form
for each event or activity.
·· Meet health and safety guidelines.
·· Take appropriate safety precautions.
·· Follow GSA’s insurance terms and conditions.

Other Insurance Needs
Grad Groups undertaking sports events may wish to
consider sports and personal accident insurance in
addition to public liability insurance. The University
has a personal accident policy, but access to it for
events is managed by Melbourne University Sport.
GSA recommends all Grad Groups discuss insurance
for sporting events with Melbourne University Sport,
and book using their venues on the Parkville campus.
Grad Groups may require insurance beyond public
liability insurance under certain circumstances.
GSA is not able to provide legal advice on this
matter, and recommends consulting Our Community
(ourcommunity.com.au) for more information.
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Insurance Terms & Conditions

SECTION 12
INSURANCE TERMS
AND CONDITIONS ›

Insurance Terms & Conditions

If a Grad Group wishes to lodge a
claim following any event, it will need
to meet the following terms and
conditions for insurance cover.
1.  To be eligible to make a claim, a
Grad Group must identify to GSA,
with at least 14 days’ notice before
the event:
• The event
• The number of attendees/
participant list
• Date and time of the activity
• Location/venue
• An event manager and their 		
contact details
2.  The event must be a planned
activity of the Grad Group in order
to be covered.
3.  Grad Groups must meet the
minimum health and safety
guidelines as outlined in University
policy: Events Health and Safety
Management and Risk Assessment
and Authorisation Form.
4.  For an event held on the University
campus grounds, the event
must comply with the Terms
and Conditions for Events in the
Campus Grounds.
5.  Events involving alcohol must
comply with the University’s Alcohol
Management and Safety Checklist.
Any events involving alcohol or
food must be conducted safely.
Under the University’s alcohol
management (6.3) you are required
to ensure that an appropriate
number of trained committee
members are present at all time,
or that the event is held at a venue
with appropriately trained staff.
6.  If your group is selling alcohol for
fundraising, it must comply with
the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998
(Vic).
7.  Your Grad Group must review the
Victorian Government’s application
for a temporary liquor licence.
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Where required, you must have a
temporary licence in place for the
event if you lodge a claim with GSA.
8.  If your Grad Group is selling food
for fundraising, it must comply
with the Food Act 1984 (Vic) as
well as the requirements of food
premises registration with the
relevant Council. Review the Food
Act 1984 (Vic) for any requirements
surrounding fundraising.
9.  Events involving food must have
a documented food plan and/
or registration with the Council
where required. If you are serving
food, please read the Melbourne
City Guide to Food Hygiene. We
recommend filling out a food
handling plan for any events
involving food – the department of
health provides templates.
10.  If you are managing a camping
activity, you must take extra
precautions to ensure the following:
• A first aider is present at all times.
• All participants are accounted for in
a participant list.
• You have documented an
emergency plan for the camping
ground or have been provided
with one.
• There is a food handling plan.
11.  To lodge a claim following a
camping activity, you have to
provide us with the following with
at least 14 days’ notice before the
event:
• Copy of food plan
• Copy of first aid certificate
• Participant list
• Emergency plan
12.  For all events, we recommend
that you maintain an event plan.
Discuss the plan with any venue to
ensure that adequate precautions
are taken to provide for the health
and safety of attendees. The event

organiser should ensure that all
event plans and compliance papers
are kept at the event and can be
inspected by University staff or
relevant authorities.
13.  To lodge a claim, Grad Groups
will need to declare that they have
reviewed and have followed and
implemented the safety planning as
outlined in University policies:
• Events Health and Safety
Management
• Risk Assessment and Authorisation
Form
• Alcohol Management and Safety
Checklist
• Terms and Conditions for Events
in the Campus Grounds
14.  Claims must be lodged online as
early as possible after an event and
all relevant paperwork included
before they can be processed and a
claim for insurance begun. GSA will
not accept claims made more than
48 hours after an event unless there
is a compelling reason.
15.  GSA must be kept apprised of any
relevant circumstances leading up
to a claim prior to the claim being
lodged, so that it can notify its
insurance company.
16.  The Grad Group must be aware
that GSA cannot guarantee how its
insurance company will rule on any
claims made.
17.  Once a claim is lodged and GSA’s
insurance company responds, the
GSA Executive will discuss the
matter. It is at the discretion of
the GSA Executive to cover any
shortfall between the insurance and
legal or other expenses.
18.  If your Grad Group fails to satisfy
any of these terms and conditions
for an event, GSA has the right
not to extend its public liability
insurance cover to your Grad
Group’s event.

